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Abstract 

The Cadia East porphyry deposit, located approximately 20 km south of Orange, NSW, 

Australia, contains a significant resource of copper and gold. This resource is hosted within the 

Forest Reef Volcanics and is spatially and temporally associated with the Cadia Intrusive unit. 

To extract ore, the underground mine currently uses the block cave mining method. The Cadia 

East geotechnical model provides data inputs into a range of numerical and empirical analysis 

methods that make up the foundation for mine design. These data provide input into the 

construction of stress models, caveability models, ground support design, and fragmentation 

analysis. This geotechnical model encompasses two commonly used rock classification 

systems that quantify ground conditions: (1) Rock Mass Rating (RMR) and (2) Rock 

Tunnelling Quality Index (Q–Index). The RMR and Q-Index are calculated from estimates of 

Rock Quality Designation (RQD), number of fracture sets, fracture roughness, fracture 

alteration, and fracture spacing. Geologists and geotechnical engineers collect information used 

to produce these estimates by manually logging sections of drill core, a time-consuming task 

that can result in inconsistent data. 

Modern automated core scanning technologies offer opportunities to rapidly collect data from 

larger samples of drill core. These automated core logging systems generate large volumes of 

spatially and spectrally consistent data, including a model of the drill core surface from a laser 

profiling system. Core surface models are used to extract detailed measurements of fracture 

location, orientation, and roughness from oriented drill core. These data are combined with 



other morphological and mineralogical outputs from automated hyperspectral core logging 

systems to estimate RMR and the Q-index systematically over contiguous drill core intervals. 

The goal of this study was to develop a proof-of-concept methodology that extracts 

geotechnical index parameters from hyperspectral and laser topographic data collected from 

oriented drill core. 

Hyperspectral data from the Cadia East mine were used in this case study to assess the methods.  

The results show that both morphological and mineralogical parameters that contribute to the 

RMR and Q-index can be extracted from the automated core logging data. This approach 

provides an opportunity to capture consistent geological, mineralogical, and geotechnical data 

at a scale that is too time-consuming to achieve via manual data collection. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

Standard methods for geotechnical data acquisition and ground condition modelling in hard 

rock environments rely on the identification of fractures from manual logging of drill core. 

While this approach has been and is currently successfully applied to mining, it is often 

laborious and has the potential to generate inconsistent results. Automation of geotechnical 

data collection from fractures identified in digital drill core data would allow for consistent, 

rapid assessment of key parameters as they relate to ground conditions.  

Numerous automated and semi-automated fracture detection and orientation techniques have 

been proposed over the years (e.g. Quiniou et al., 2007; Ureel et al., 2013; Berry and Nguyen, 

2016). Some approaches use imaging data collected using either an optical or acoustic imager 

such as the Televiewer system, which produces 360° images from inside a drill hole 

(Trofimczyk and Du Pisani, 2009). These images are then 'unfolded' and the amplitude of the 

sine wave fitted to each fracture is used in combination with the orientation of the bore hole to 

calculate the fracture orientation (Ureel et al., 2013). While these methods produce robust 

fracture recognition and orientations, it requires suspending drilling operations so that the drill 

hole imaging tools can be lowered down to collect bore hole images. Additionally, these 

methods are expensive and often difficult or impossible to apply in areas with bad ground 

conditions. 

Other authors have proposed using drill core imagery to identify and orient fractures (e.g., 

Quiniou et al., 2007; Berry and Nguyen, 2016). Berry and Nguyen (2016) developed a 

technique for calculating the orientation of features from high-resolution drill core 

photographs. This method showed good agreement with manually collected fracture 

orientations, however it requires a user to manually identify the location of fractures from the 

photographs. Quiniou et al. (2007) proposed automated methods for identifying and orienting 

drill core features from core images using a Hough transform technique. This approach 

produced orientations similar to those measured by a geologist, but also identified a number of 

false features. 

Automated core scanning systems are becoming increasingly popular for geological 

assessment and logging (e.g., Huntington et al., 2006; Tappert et al., 2011; Fresia et al., 2017). 

Several projects have used automated core logging technology applied to geometallurgical 

studies for the assessment of mineralogical textures as they relate to processing (e.g., Arqué 

Armengol, 2015; Tiu, 2017). Several commercial systems incorporating a series of 



mineralogical, geochemical, and core surface topography sensors are currently on the market. 

These can analyze large volumes of drill core rapidly and consistently.  

This paper presents a methodology that seeks to enhance and streamline the current, manual 

data collection techniques by using automated core logging technology. The goal of this study 

was to develop a methodology that could be incorporated into an automated hyperspectral core 

logging system workflow to extract geotechnical index parameters. The protocols proposed 

here represent a proof-of-concept study that utilizes manual steps to demonstrate the 

application of automated core logging technology to geotechnical assessment. 

 

Geotechnical indices 

In order to safely and effectively extract ore deposits from underground mine workings, 

detailed geotechnical models are required. Together with geological models, geotechnical 

models are three dimensional (3D) representations of the variability of structural, 

mineralogical, and rock mass characteristics in space (Hoek et al., 2000). Two primary rock 

classification systems are commonly used to assess geotechnical ground conditions: (1) Rock 

Mass Rating (RMR), and (2) Rock Tunnelling Quality (Q) Index. The RMR is used, largely, 

to estimate cavability of the rock mass while the Q-index is used to predict ground support 

requirements in development areas. 

Rock Quality Designation (RQD) is a common index used as a crude estimation of the rock 

conditions from drill core (Deere et al., 1967). The RQD value is calculated by measuring the 

percentage of core that is considered to be unbroken (>10 cm in length) as shown by the 

following equation: 

RQD(%) =
(∑ length core > 10 cm)

(total length core run)
 ×  100%. 

The RQD is a rock quality description on its own, but is also a key component in the RMR and 

Q-index calculations.  

RMR is calculated by categorizing six parameters: (1) uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), 

(2) RQD, (3) spacing of joints, (4) condition of joints, (5) groundwater conditions, and (6) 

orientation of joints. In the case of the UCS parameter, laboratory tests are required to calculate 

this value; however, on-site testing tools (such as a point load tester) can be used to produce 

UCS proxy values (Rusnak and Mark, 1999). The remaining parameters are either measured 



directly from the drill core (such as RQD and spacing) or are observed and assigned a value 

based on a series of criteria outlined by Bieniawski (1989). For each parameter, a range of 

measured or observed values defines the number rating. These number ratings are then summed 

to obtain the final RMR value for the examined interval. Bieniawski (1989) defined the 

excavation type and ground support requirements based on the range of calculated RMR 

values.  

The Q-index is defined as a numerical value from 0.001 to 1000 with the following 

geotechnical inputs: (1) RQD, (2) number of joint sets (Jn), (3) joint roughness (Jr), (4) joint 

alteration number (Ja), (5) joint water reduction factor (Jw), and (6) stress reduction factor 

(SRF). The relationship between these six parameters is given by the following formula: 

Q-index =
RQD

Jn
 ×  

Jr

Ja
 ×  

Jw

SRF
where RQD/Jn is an approximation of block size, Jr/Ja is an 

estimate of the inner block shear strength, and Jw/SRF represents a total active stress indicator 

(Barton et al., 1974). 

While the RQD, RMR, and Q-index calculations refer specifically to ‘joints’, joints are simply 

one type of discontinuity observed in drill core. The general term ‘fracture’ will be used here 

to reference all types of naturally occurring breaks in the drill core including joints, faults, 

cracks, fractures, and other discontinuities of unknown geologic origin that could affect the 

geotechnical behaviour of the rock mass. 

 

Cadia East study site 

The Cadia East Au-Cu porphyry deposit is located approximately 20 km south of Orange, 

NSW, Australia, and is wholly owned and operated by Newcrest Mining Limited. The current 

resource estimate of 3 billion tonnes at 0.37 g/t gold and 0.26% copper contains over 35 million 

ounces of gold (Newcrest Mining Limited, 2018). This resource represents the largest of the 

four late Ordovician to early Silurian porphyry Au-Cu deposits comprising the Cadia district, 

with the Cadia East deposit containing over 70% of the total gold in the district (Fox, 2012; 

Harris et al., 2010). The Cadia East deposit is located in a zone of steeply north- and south-

dipping sheeted quartz-calcite-feldspar veins containing bornite-chalcopyrite ± molybdenite. 

This mineralisation occurs within the late Ordovician Forest Reef Volcanics and is spatially 

and temporally associated with the late Ordovician to early Silurian Cadia Intrusive unit 

(Wilson, 2003; Kitto, 2005; Harris et al., 2010). Re-Os dates from molybdenite yield a 



mineralisation age of 441.8 ± 1.4 Ma (Wilson et al., 2007). The deposit is bounded to the north 

and south by steeply-dipping normal and reverse faults, respectively (Kitto, 2005). Two zones 

of mineralization are observed within the deposit area: 1) an upper, copper-dominant zone 

hosted in a 200–300 m thick package of the Forest Reef Volcanics, and 2) a deep, central, gold-

rich zone characterized by sheeted veins associated with the Cadia Intrusive unit and hosted 

within the Forest Reef Volcanics (Wilson, 2003; Kitto, 2005). The Cadia East deposit is 

contained in a geologically and structurally complex environment. The mine is an underground 

block caving operation and characterization of the geological and geotechnical characteristics 

of each litho-structural domain is required,  

The Cadia East deposit has been divided into nine distinct geotechnical domains based on the 

key rock mass characteristics that affect geotechnical behaviour: structure, rock type, and 

general rock mass quality (Rossimel and Lett, pers. commun., 2012). Currently, the Cadia East 

geotechnical model is built by calculating modified versions of the RMR and Q-index values 

for each domain from dill core measurements. Modelled values are then cross-checked against 

underground observations as drive development advances (Rossimel and Lett, pers. commun., 

2012). Manual geotechnical logging is completed on site by geotechnical engineering and 

geology staff. Information about core recovery, RQD, fracture mineralogy, micro-fracture 

intensity, intact rock strength, fracture spacing, number of fracture sets, fracture roughness, and 

fracture fill thickness over a one to four meter interval is recorded. The precision for 

geotechnical logging is dependent on each logger’s experience and, therefore, the relevant 

metrics are not always captured accurately. 

The logistical challenges involved with manually logging drill core for geotechnical purposes 

prevent all holes drilled at Cadia East from being logged from top to bottom for geotechnical 

parameters. Key drill holes that are expected to intersect challenging rock types as well as areas 

requiring more data are prioritised for geotechnical logging. This ensures that sufficient data 

are available for input into the geotechnical model. Unfortunately, inconsistencies in manual 

core logging techniques (including variable experience and training, and personal observation 

bias) mean that not all of the data collected from drill core can be used in the geotechnical 

model. Inconsistencies in the data collected manually from drill core mean that the 

underground geotechnical observations weigh heavily in determining robust RMR and Q-index 

values. While this dependence on underground measurements has been and is currently applied 

to mining successfully, the geotechnical characteristics would be more useful if accurate 

models were available at an earlier stage in the project.  



 

Automated core logging technology 

Recent technological developments in increased processing capacity, high precision robotics, 

and high resolution spectrometers has resulted in a new generation of high-speed hyperspectral 

core logging systems. The application of these multi-sensor automated platforms represents a 

key advancement in comprehensive, drill core-based, mine-scale rock characterization studies 

(Jackson, et al., 2018). The scanning capabilities and sensor array of automated hyperspectral 

imaging systems allow for the rapid, non-destructive analysis of drill core to produce high-

resolution laser profiler images representing a digital surface model of the drill core (Fig. 1).  

Several core scanning systems incorporating a series of mineralogical and core surface 

topography sensors are currently on the market including the HyLogger, SisuROCK, and 

Corescan (Table 1; Mason and Huntington, 2010; SGS, 2014; Specim, 2014). These systems 

incorporate a number of sensors that collect data including core photography and 

hyperspectral-based mineralogical information and can analyse large volumes of drill core 

rapidly and consistently. The robotics utilized by these systems allow data collected from the 

on-board sensors to be co-registered in space.  

Minerals suitable for hyperspectral analysis exhibit distinctive absorption patterns over 

different wavelength values of the electromagnetic spectrum. These distinct patterns can be 

used for identification of the minerals present (Thompson et al., 1999). In general, hydroxide 

(OH), water (H2O), and carbonate (CO3) bonds are active in the visible near-infrared and short 

wave infrared (VNIR-SWIR) range (450 nm to 2500 nm). Minerals with very similar 

compositions and lattice structures (e.g. illite and sericite) may display similar absorption 

features but can often be distinguished by subtle shifts in the positions, depths, or shapes of 

these features (Thompson et al., 1999). Certain mineral groups that do not have distinguishable 

features in the VNIR-SWIR range may have unique spectral features in longer wavelengths 

(thermal and long wave infrared) (Green and Schodlok, 2016; Shodlok et al., 2016). 

 

Methods 

Recent advances in automated core logging technology provide a unique opportunity to extract 

key geotechnical index parameters as they relate to the ground conditions in a mining 

environment. To demonstrate the advantage of this opportunity, a methodology that seeks to 



enhance and streamline the current, manual data collection techniques by using automated core 

logging technology was developed and is summarized from Harraden (2018). For this study, a 

76 m interval of a Cadia East drill hole was used to develop and test the performance of the 

automated methodology. This sample contains sections of Forest Reef Volcanics and Cadia 

Intrusive. These two rock units represent the dominant host rocks of the Cadia East deposit.  

When selecting the automated core logging technology to be used in this study, the resolution 

and imaging capacity of the core logging system was considered.  The Corescan system utilizes 

the Hyperspectral Core Imager Mark-III (HCI-3) logging technology to collect high resolution, 

true color photography, 2.5D laser height profiles, and high resolution visible near-infrared and 

short wave infrared (VNIR- SWIR) spectra (SGS, 2014). The photography is collected at a 

resolution of 50 µm per pixel while the laser profile data is collected at a pixel size of 200 µm 

with a vertical resolution of 15 µm (Table 1). VNIR-SWIR spectra is collected at a 3.84 nm 

spectral resolution with a 500 µm pixel size (Corescan, 2018). In total, 23 trays of HQ drill 

core were scanned using the HCI-3 automated core logging system. The spatial and spectral 

resolution of this system provides high resolution surface topography and mineralogy data, 

making the HCI-3 system ideal for testing geotechnical assessment protocols. 

Photography, laser profiler data, and hyperspectral images are co-registered so that the pixels 

of all three datasets correspond to the same points in space. All three data outputs are spatially 

referenced so that the x-, y-, and z-values represent true measurements in meters. In the HCI-3 

system, x measures the width of drill core referenced to the centre line, y measures the down 

hole depth, and z measures the core height in the tray and the digital surface topography. For 

geotechnical analysis, the laser profiling data are treated as a surface topography and a series 

of spatial analysis tools are applied to locate and estimate geotechnical characteristics (e.g. 

fracture location, orientation, and roughness) of fractures in the core.  

Minerals that are not active in the VNIR-SWIR range or are low in reflectance do not produce 

distinctive and unique spectra. Quartz is typically not active in the VNIR-SWIR range, 

however, hydrous species (such as opal and chalcedony) can be identified because these 

minerals exhibit H2O features in the SWIR region (Thompson et al., 1999). Minerals such as 

feldspar and sulfides do not give VNIR-SWIR spectra with identifiable and characteristic 

absorption features and, therefore, cannot be identified using VNIR-SWIR alone. Where 

VNIR-SWIR spectra with no absorption features are collected, the system assigns pixels as 



aspectral. No assumptions about the mineralogy of aspectral pixels were made, and this 

information was not used in the fracture mineralogy estimates.  

To extract the parameters required to calculate the RMR and the Q-index from automated core 

logging data, the down hole location, orientation, and morphology of fractures need to be 

recognised and measured. When estimating geotechnical parameters automatically, the mode 

of data collection should be carefully considered. Normally, hyperspectral core imaging is 

conducted on halved core as it provides a flat surface and constant core height to ensure that 

the focal length of the sensors is consistent. However, for the geotechnical method used here, 

full core must be scanned so that fracture orientations can be determined, and the orientation 

mark on the surface of the drill core must be visible so that the original orientation of the 

fracture can be calculated. In addition, the cutting and sampling of the drill core induces rock 

breaks not related to natural fracture patterns, and these modifications of the core make 

geotechnical analysis less robust.  

The geotechnical parameters required for RMR and Q-index estimation that can be assessed 

from automated core logging data are: (1) RQD, (2) fracture orientation, (3) number of fracture 

sets, (4) fracture roughness, (5) fracture spacing, (6) fracture mineralogy, and possibly (7) 

fracture aperture (i.e. the width of open fracture perpendicular to the fracture surface). Other 

parameters such as UCS, groundwater conditions, and SRF require independent testing and 

need to be evaluated separately. The automated extraction of fracture-related geotechnical 

parameters from these data is achieved through a series of post-processing protocols (Fig. 2). 

These protocols and the criteria used to extract each geotechnical parameter, as well as the 

automated core logging data used in each step, are summarized in Table 2. 

 

Fracture recognition 

Since the fractures within drill core represent discontinuities in what should be a relatively 

consistent cylindrical shape, any deviation from the typical cylinder represents a potential 

fracture. From the laser profiler data, slope values were calculated across the surface of the 

drill core. In spatial analysis, slope derivatives are obtained by calculating, on a pixel-by-pixel 

basis, the maximum rate of change of height (z-value) one pixel compared to its neighbors 

(Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987). Regions of drill core where the calculated slope is steeper 

than the curvature of the surface of the drill core represent a discontinuity, such as a natural 

fracture or a break resulting from mechanical damage. A two dimensional (2D) plane was fitted 



to the z-values from the profiler data within a 3 x 3 neighborhood of pixels. The maximum rate 

of change of this plane is then calculated using the average maximum approach described by 

Burrough et al. (1998). The resulting slope value (in degrees) is assigned to each pixel based 

on this relationship (Figs. 3A and 3B). 

To remove steep slope values associated with the curvature of the cylindrical drill core, the 

downslope direction of the best-fit plane for a 3 x 3 neighborhood of pixels (also known as 

aspect or facing-direction) was calculated based on 360° cardinal direction system (Fig. 3C). 

The edges of the core have steep slopes relative to the centre of the core and face either right 

(90°) or left (270°) in the laser profiler image. Filtering out pixels with aspect values near 90° 

and 270° excludes those pixels with steep slope values that are associated with the curvature 

of the drill core and not discontinuities. The per-pixel combination of laser profiler image slope 

and aspect allows for discontinuities in the drill core to be identified (Fig. 3D).  

Additional selection criteria were applied to ensure that fracture selection was as robust as 

possible. A fracture was considered recognised if (Table 2): 

1) at least 20 pixels in total are identified; 

2) the largest gap between pixels across the top of the drill core is less than 25 mm; 

3) the pixels cover at least 50% of the distance across the width of the drill core (greater 

than 30 mm in the x-direction); and 

4) the orientation line is clearly visible on the core surface. 

Figure 4 shows examples of fractures that were rejected because they did not meet these 

selection criteria.  

Identifying mechanical and other non-fracture breaks is important since these features do not 

represent natural fractures. The decision process to discriminate these two types is based 

largely on the experience of the geologist or geotechnical engineer. Mechanical breaks are 

often rough and either perpendicular to the long core axis, or at orientations uncommon to 

structures in the deposit. To filter out mechanical breaks, manual evaluation by a geologist or 

geotechnical engineer is required. To aid the distinction between natural and mechanical 

fractures, a flagging protocol was developed based on several criteria (Table 2). Potential 

mechanical breaks are flagged if they occur: 

1) at the beginning or end of a core tray row; 

2) less than 3 cm away from a visible driller’s mark (in this case, a red “x”); or 



3) less than 3 cm away from a core block. 

Fractures meeting these criteria were flagged and inspected visually using the visible light core 

photography to determine if they were natural fractures or mechanical breaks. 

 

Fracture orientation 

From the laser profiler data, the orientations of fractures are determined by fitting a three-

dimensional plane through recognised fracture pixels. This is accomplished by analysing the 

x-, y-, and z-values of the selected pixels and applying a least squares regression to calculate 

the orientation of the best-fit plane (apparent orientation). 

Once the orientation of the apparent fracture plane in the scanned image is calculated, the 

original orientation of the plane is spatially reoriented from the trend and plunge of the drill 

hole and the position of the orientation mark (Fig. 5). This is accomplished by a series of three, 

two-dimensional linear rotations: (1) about the x-axis, (2) about the y-axis, and (3) about the z-

axis. The result is a true dip and dip direction for the identified fracture. The resulting true 

orientations are then used in the RMR calculation and subsequent processing steps. A summary 

of the fracture orientation protocols and criteria used are outlined in Table 2.  

 

Fracture roughness 

In the Q-index system, Barton (1976) defined six general classifications of fracture roughness 

characteristics based on geometry and general roughness. By modelling the 3D fracture surface 

using the recognised fracture pixels (Fig. 6A), a proxy for roughness (Rs) is calculated by 

comparing the calculated, three-dimensional surface area of the fracture to the nominal area (or 

2D footprint area) of the fracture (Fig. 6B). The Rs value is calculated by: 

Rs =
true 3D surface area

nominal area
 . 

This Rs value is modified from the 2D RL (real length profile) value which is commonly used 

in fracture roughness calculations (Yu and Vayssade, 1991). The input value for roughness 

when calculating the Q-index uses a qualitative system where the logger visually compares the 

fracture roughness to a reference roughness profile to assign a roughness value, so a proxy 

value should be sufficient when modelling Q-index parameters. The fracture roughness 

protocols and criteria used are outlined in Table 2.  



 

Fracture sets 

The number of fracture sets present in a given interval of drill core is a key geotechnical 

parameter for the Q-index. The pole-to-plane for each calculated fracture orientation is plotted 

on an equal area stereographic diagram. The distribution of poles-to-planes on the 

stereographic diagram can then be used to determine the number of fracture sets present in a 

given group of fracture orientations (Table 2). 

 

Fracture spacing and frequency 

The average fracture spacing is required to calculate RMR. The spatial location coordinate (y-

value, in meters) where the fracture intersects the orientation line is measured then exported 

into a table for each fracture. Fracture spacing is the average distance between fractures for a 

given, continuous interval. The fracture frequency is equal to the average number of fractures 

per meter, or another user-defined interval (Table 2). 

 

Fracture mineralogy 

The geotechnical behaviour of a fracture is strongly influenced by the properties of the minerals 

present within and proximal to that fracture. The mineralogy within and near the fractures is 

important because fractures represent planes of weakness. Any degradation of the integrity of 

the rock near this weakness due to the presence of soft, swelling, or low-friction minerals 

greatly affects the overall geotechnical properties of the rock mass (Pitts, 1985). To understand 

the geotechnical properties of a rock mass, the hardness, swelling potential, and friction 

potential of minerals present in and around fractures and their relative proportions is critical. 

Based on their geotechnical properties, the authors divided the minerals detected by the 

hyperspectral system into three main groups (Table 3): (1) hard, high-friction, non-swelling 

minerals (group H); (2) soft, moderate- to low-friction, non-swelling minerals (group S); and, 

(3) very soft, low-friction, swelling clays (group V). 

 

In the RMR geotechnical system, one of the key parameters is fracture condition, which is 

calculated by assigning values for three fracture parameters: (1) infilling, (2) weathering, and 

(3) separation (aperture) ( Bieniawski, 1989). The Q-index requires an input of the fracture 



alteration (Ja) value, used to describe the mineralogy and weathering of a fracture (Barton et 

al., 1974). Fracture mineralogy is a key parameter in determining RMR infill and weathering 

and the Ja mineralogy and weathering. For fracture mineralogy assessment, the VNIR-SWIR 

hyperspectral ‘match values’ are used as these represent the relative proportion of each IR-

active mineral reported in a pixel. Fracture pixel locations are queried for mineralogy from the 

co-registered mineralogical and laser profiler outputs to determine the fracture and near-

fracture mineralogy. To assess weathering effects beyond the extent of the fracture surface, the 

surrounding mineralogy is assessed. In this study, a search radius of 5 mm was used to evaluate 

the changes in mineralogy away from the fracture surface. This search distance effectively 

maps fracture mineral assemblages that do not differ significantly from the wall rock 

mineralogy.  

The determination of fracture aperture (which does not include fracture mineralogy 

information, but is required by the RMR fracture condition parameter) is a two-step process: 

(1) measure the apparent thickness of the fracture, and (2) convert apparent thickness to true 

aperture. The apparent thickness of the fracture is calculated by multiplying the number of 

pixels across the fracture in the y-direction by the pixel resolution (in this case 200 µm). In 

most cases, fractures are at an oblique angle to the drill core, therefore, to calculate the true 

aperture of a fracture its orientation is required. The true aperture is calculated by: 

t = L cos ρ where t = true aperture, L = apparent thickness, and ρ = angle between the pole to 

fracture plane and the drill hole (Charlesworth and Kilby, 1981). A summary of the protocols 

and criteria used to extract geotechnical parameters related to the fracture mineralogy are 

outlined in Table 2.  

 

Results 

Twenty-three trays (76 m) of HQ drill core were scanned by the HCI-3 system and 199 fractures 

were manually identified within this interval. The results of the automated fracture protocols 

were compared to expected values (i.e. based on previous geotechnical studies of the deposit), 

photographs of the fractures or, in the case of orientations, measured values. 

 

Fracture recognition 



The majority (75%) of fractures identified by manual logging were successfully recognised by 

the automated protocol. After eliminating fractures that did not meet the selection criteria and 

those that were flagged and deemed to be mechanical breaks, 150 of the 199 fractures contained 

in the Cadia East comparison dataset were successfully identified. Some false fractures were 

automatically detected by the automated fracture detection protocols. Initially, 295 

discontinuities were automatically identified in the 76 m interval of drill core. After filtering 

based on the fracture selection criteria (as described in Table 2), 150 of those discontinuities 

were deemed to be natural fractures, 113 were eliminated as mechanical breaks, and 31 were 

classified as false positives.  

 

Fracture orientation 

The orientation of fractures in the drill core were measured on site manually using the industry 

standard procedures for manual core orientation measurements outlined in Holcombe (2013). 

To assess the difference in orientation between the measured and calculated fracture 

orientations, the dot product of two unit vectors representing the orientation of the two planes 

was used (Thomas, 1960; Groshong, 2006). Errors associated with measuring fracture 

orientations manually are often the result of an incorrectly placed orientation line, inaccurate 

selection of the bottom of the fracture ellipse (especially as the fracture approaches 90° to the 

core axis), and rounding to the nearest 5° when using fracture measurement tools. Based on the 

findings of Vearncombe (2013), the highest acceptable error between the calculated and 

measured orientations should be 25°. Of the 150 fractures recognised from the automated core 

logging data, 111 (74%) have calculated orientations within 25° of the measured orientation 

value (Fig. 7).  

 

Fracture roughness 

A subset consisting of ~10% of the manually derived comparison dataset was used to compare 

the 3D roughness calculation protocol results with a visual inspection of the fractures from the 

high resolution photography. The automatically calculated Rs values provided reasonable 

roughness rankings when compared to a visual roughness ranking assessment (Fig. 8).  

 

Fracture sets 



The calculated number of fracture sets is a function of the calculated orientations of fractures 

within a given interval. The measured fracture orientations were compared to the calculated 

orientations for the Forest Reef Volcanics and the Cadia Intrusive (Fig. 9). For both rock types, 

stereographic projections for measured and calculated orientations show similar patterns; 

however, the comparison dataset is limited. To adequately assess the number of fracture sets 

present, more fracture orientations from a larger spatial extent are required. Despite the 

comparison dataset being limited, these results show a similar pattern to the measured fracture 

orientations for the same dataset. 

 

Fracture spacing and frequency 

For the 76m drill core test interval the fracture spacing and frequency protocols (Table 2)  

returned an average of 2.4 fractures per meter for the Forest Reef Volcanics with an average 

fracture spacing of 0.5 meters. The Cadia Intrusive unit yielded 4.4 fractures per meter with 

average fracture spacing of 0.2 meters. Rossimel and Lett pers. commun., 2012)  reported the 

average range of fracture frequencies for the Forest Reef Volcanics in the Cadia East Mine area 

to be between 2 and 4 fractures per meter. The Cadia Intrusive unit is expected to have between 

2.5 and 4 fractures per meter (Rossimel and Lett, pers. commun., 2012). While the fracture 

frequency estimated from the automated fracture recognition protocols is higher than expected 

for the Cadia Intrusive rocks, it is close to the expected range determined for both rock units 

within the Cadia East Mine area. 

 

Fracture mineralogy  

As fracture mineralogy information was not manually collected on the comparison dataset, a 

visual assessment from drill core photographs was carried out. A subset of seventeen fractures 

representing ~10% of the comparison dataset was selected. This subset covers a range of 

fracture mineralogy and overall fracture conditions.  

The hyperspectral mineralogy groups for each fracture are generally photographs (Fig. 10). For 

example, fractures containing primarily group H minerals are associated with fractures which 

appear to have a good condition in the photographs, whereas fractures containing higher 

abundances of group S and V minerals generally appear to have an overall poor fracture 

condition in the photograph. The wall rock mineralogy, in most cases, is very close to the 

fracture mineralogy, which is consistent with most of the fractures lacking significant 



weathering along their surface. The true fracture apertures vary and, in some cases, do not 

appear to correlate with the aperture visible in the photo. True fracture apertures are difficult 

to estimate from drill core by any method. 

 

Discussion 

The goal of this study was to demonstrate that key geotechnical index parameters can be 

estimated from quantitative core logging techniques at a scale and consistency that is otherwise 

challenging for effective manual data collection methods. To assess the performance of each 

of the fracture protocols, the calculated values were compared to either measured, observed, or 

expected values.  

The recognition of fractures in the laser profile data identified 75% of manually observed 

fractures. Many of the fractures not recognised in the imagery were not detected either because 

the aperture was too narrow given the image resolution (200 µm) or the core was too blocky 

and broken to distinguish individual fractures. The pixel resolution of the laser profiler data 

does not allow for the recognition of fractures with gaps of less than 200 µm. Higher resolution 

laser scanned topography would enhance fracture recognition and should be considered as this 

technology advances.   

Seventy-five percent of the calculated fracture orientations are within 25° of the measured 

orientation values (the maximum acceptable error, Vearncombe, 2013). The errors associated 

with measuring fracture orientations both manually and automatically are difficult to quantify 

since they can be the result of numerous factors, such as: (1) incorrectly placed orientation line, 

(2) incorrect down hole survey, (3) inaccurate selection of the apical trace in manual 

measurement, especially as the fracture approaches 90° to the core axis, and (4) rounding to 

the nearest 5° on both the protractor and wrap-around beta ruler in manual measurements. 

Despite these potential challenges, the results from the assessment of the fracture orientation 

protocols clearly show that the orientation of fractures identified by the fracture recognition 

protocol is possible while ongoing improvement on the quality of structural data is required to 

assess its performance more accurately. 

One challenge common to both manual and automated geotechnical logging is that fractures 

parallel or nearly parallel to the long axis of the core are difficult to detect and orient. In manual 

logging, the logger has the opportunity to pick the core up and examine it, but parallel fractures 



are often missed as they may not have a surface expression that is visible to the logger. In 

addition, these long-axis parallel fractures are challenging to orient as they can intersect long 

sections of drill core making it difficult to physically measure alpha and beta angles. With 

automated logging, only the surface directed at the sensors can be measured, therefore, 

fractures that do not have a surface expression visible to the automated system cannot be 

detected or oriented.  

The calculated Rs values used as a proxy for fracture roughness agree with the relative 

roughness of fractures that are observed visually. Many of the extreme calculated Rs values 

are instances where there is a small gap across the fracture and the fracture recognition 

protocols detect fracture points on either side of the fracture surface. In these instances, fracture 

surface area is exaggerated relative to the nominal area, and calculated Rs values are artificially 

high. One of the challenges with estimating roughness from the automated core logging system 

data is that the laser profiler images only a few millimetres into most fractures. Particularly 

where the fracture is tight, very little of the fracture surface is imaged. While some of the subset 

roughness proxy values seem unreasonable when compared visually to the core photos, it is 

possible to set Rs threshold values so that unreasonable roughness proxy values are rejected. 

In order to address this limitation, a larger sample of calculated Rs values should be evaluated 

to determine practical threshold values. This work represents the next phase of research in the 

application and performance of this methodology.  

The trends observed in the stereographic projections produced using measured values and 

calculated values are visually similar, indicating that the fracture set protocols in the automated 

system are successfully tracking the number of fracture sets. The protocols estimating the 

number of fracture sets rely entirely on correctly recognising fractures and calculating their 

orientations. The fracture orientation protocols were generally successful, so it is expected that 

the calculated number of fracture sets would be comparable to the measured values. Overall, 

the fracture recognition protocols were successful, so it is expected that the fracture spacing 

calculations would also be successful.  

In most cases, the wall rock mineralogy as determined from VNIR-SWIR data is similar to the 

fracture mineralogy, which is consistent with most of the fractures lacking visible wall rock 

weathering. Both the RMR and Q-index geotechnical indices utilize mineral properties to 

determine fracture condition. Commonly, geotechnically unstable (group V) minerals, such as 

montmorillonite, are difficult to distinguish visually from more stable (group S) minerals, such 



as kaolinite. The hyperspectral VNIR-SWIR system readily distinguishes these minerals from 

one another; this approach potentially provides more consistent mineral identification than 

visual inspection, particularly where the minerals are mixed, or difficult to distinguish visually. 

True fracture apertures calculated by the automated protocols based on mineralogy are variable. 

Applying reasonable filtering threshold values for the true aperture will ensure that erroneous 

aperture values are rejected prior to RMR and Q-index calculations. Assigning these values 

will require analysing a larger set of data than was used here and will be investigated as the 

research moves forward. 

 

 

 

Implications for RMR and Q-index 

Overall, the fracture protocols performed well when compared to expected values, photographs 

of the fractures or, in the case of orientations, measured values. A comparative study by Morelli 

(2015) evaluated the relative influence that each input parameter used in the RMR and Q-index 

calculations has on the final calculated value. This study determined that the RMR is most 

heavily influenced by the RQD and UCS values. The fracture spacing and roughness each 

contribute less than 10% to the overall variance of the RMR (Fig. 11A). With respect to the Q-

index, the RQD and fracture roughness contribute the most variance to these calculations, with 

the number of fracture sets contributing less than 10% to the overall variance (Fig. 11B). The 

geotechnical parameters RQD, fracture roughness, spacing, and number of fractures sets are 

measurable using an automated core logging system, but UCS will need to be assessed outside 

of the automated system. The fracture roughness contributes the second largest variance to the 

geotechnical index calculations and the roughness protocols resemble reasonably well 

measured values overall. Based on our test dataset, it is therefore expected that RMR and Q-

index calculations derived from these protocols will be suitable to develop robust stress models, 

caveability models, ground support designs, and fragmentation analysis studies at Cadia East.  

 

Advantages of Automated Hyperspectral Imaging for Geotechnical Analysis 

High-resolution surface topography and mineralogy of drill core provided by automated core 

logging systems can rapidly capture a large volume of geotechnical data. Mine sites commonly 



prioritize manual logging of select drill core intervals, while automated core logging methods 

allow for data collection continuously and consistently down the length of the drill hole.  

One advantage of the automated protocols developed in this study is the ability to collect a 

higher density of data than is feasible by manual methods. A comparison of all geotechnical 

parameters collected on the test dataset using the developed methods and the select intervals of 

geotechnical data logged by the Cadia East site team over the same interval is shown in Figure 

12. The data density using automated core logging methods is greatly increased and can be 

collected in a much shorter amount of time. Manual geotechnical drill core logging can take 

roughly five minutes to an hour per metre, depending on the condition of the drill core and 

level of detail required. Automated core logging systems can capture data at a rate of around 

three minutes per metre, with minimal additional processing time, regardless of the level of 

detail or condition of the drill core. The scanning rate of the automated systems combined with 

the increased data density ensures that geotechnical data is collected rapidly and consistently, 

providing major advantages over manual geotechnical logging methods.  

Whole, oriented drill core is required to extract fracture orientations and the number of fracture 

sets. It may be possible, however, to collect fracture roughness, fracture spacing, fracture 

condition, and fracture alteration on whole, un-oriented drill core. The work by Morelli (2015) 

shows that the number of fracture sets contributes less than 10% to the variability of the RMR 

and Q-index calculations, so it may be possible to calculate partial RMR or Q-index values 

(without calculating the number of fractures sets) using whole, un-oriented drill core. This 

potential should be investigated, as it may provide meaningful geotechnical information 

without the cost and logistics of obtaining oriented drill core. 

 

Conclusions 

Assessing the morphological and mineralogical properties of fractures as they relate to 

geotechnical indices is time consuming and challenging where fractures are abundant, minerals 

are mixed or difficult to identify visually, and where core is very broken or blocky. These 

factors commonly lead to inconsistencies when assigning RMR and Q-index values and 

modelling the geotechnical characteristics of a deposit. Since the geological properties of a 

rock mass dictate rock behaviour, understanding these properties is vital for the production of 

robust geotechnical models. Recent advances in automated core logging technology provide 

an opportunity to rapidly and consistently collect coincident surface topography (laser height 



data) and mineralogical information (hyperspectral data) from whole (uncut) exploration and 

production drill core. While determining the fracture orientation and number of fracture sets 

requires oriented drill core, parameters such as fracture roughness, frequency, and mineralogy 

can be assessed using any whole drill core, even if it is not oriented. By combining surface 

topography and mineralogical data obtained from automated core logging systems, key 

properties that affect the geotechnical response of a rock mass can be rapidly and consistently 

estimated. Integration of laser height data with hyperspectral derived mineralogical data 

generates large volumes of consistent data for geotechnical assessments, increasing the 

underlying statistical support for rock mass characterisation.  
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Figures 

 

Fig 1. Example image showing automated core logging outputs for half of a meter of HQ core. 

The system simultaneously collects high resolution true colour photography (A), surface 

topography from a laser profiler (B), and hyperspectral imagery data (C). The mineralogical 

products interpreted from the hyperspectral data can be draped over the surface topography to 

observe the relationship between the fractures and mineralogy (modified from Harraden et al., 

2017). 



 

Fig 2. General processing steps required for the automated extraction of fracture-related 

geotechnical index parameters (modified from Harraden et al., 2016). 



 

Fig. 3. Visualisations of the processing outputs of the fracture recognition protocols on 10 cm 

of whole HQ drill core. A. the RGB image of the drill core shows the locations of the fractures. 

The orientation line (indicating the location of the bottom of drill hole) is indicated by the 

orange arrow. B. Fractures return high slope values, but the curved sides of the core surface 

also return high slope values. C. The aspect analysis identifies those pixels which face directly 

right (90°) and directly left (270°). D. By isolating the pixels with high slope values and 

removing those with aspects near 90 and 270 degrees, the pixels associated with fractures are 

identified. 

 

Fig. 4. Examples of natural fractures that met two of the three fracture recognition criteria, but 

were not considered recognised as they failed to meet a third criterion. Selected fracture pixels 

are shown in red. A. Fracture that failed to have more than 20 pixels identified. B. Fracture 

with gaps greater than 25 mm between pixels. C. Fracture with less than 50% coverage across 

the surface of the drill core. Note: the blue line (B) and green lines (A and C) are orientation 



lines (recording the bottom of the drill hole). The red line in C is the field orientation line that 

was later corrected in the core shed (green line in C).  

 

Fig. 5. Sequence used in calculating true orientation of fractures shown against a visible light 

image draped over the drill core surface topography (A). Using the automated core logging 

data outputs, the pixels along the fracture are recognized and a least squares regression is 

applied to calculate the orientation of the fractures in the core (B). A series of two-dimensional 

rotations are used to account for the position of the orientation line (green line) and the trend 

and plunge of the drill hole. The result is the true fracture orientation (C). 



 

Fig. 6. Example of a 3D surface created from the recognised fracture points. The grey points 

represent the fracture pixels used to create the 3D surface. By comparing the calculated, three-

dimensional surface area (A) to the nominal area (or 2D footprint area, B) of the fracture, a 

roughness proxy can be calculated. 



 

Fig. 7. Histogram of the angle between the measured and the calculated fracture orientations.  



 

Fig. 8. Photographs of typical fractures in the test subset ordered by visual ranking of fracture 

roughness. Rs values below the images are the calculated Rs roughness proxy values.  



 

Fig. 9. Heat map showing the distribution of poles to fracture surfaces on a lower hemisphere 

equal area stereographic projection. Measured (A) and calculated (B) fracture orientations for 

detected fractures in the Forest Reef Volcanics. Measured (C) and calculated (D) fracture 

orientations for fractures in the Cadia Intrusive unit. In general, the trends observed in the 

calculated and measured stereographic projections are similar.  



 

Fig. 10. Photographs of eight fractures in the test subset with the corresponding calculated 

fracture mineralogy (upper bar, F) and immediately adjacent (within 5 mm) wall rock 



mineralogy to the fracture (lower bar, W) from the hyperspectral core logging data. The blue 

arrows point to the fracture that was measured. Group H, S and V, as in Table 3.    

 

Fig. 11. Summary of the contribution of each geotechnical index parameter to the overall 

variance of the RMR (A) and Q-index (B) (modified from Morelli, 2015). 



 

Fig. 12. Comparison of geotechnical parameters derived from automated core logging data 

using the Corescan system (A) with the data collected in the Cadia East routine site logging 

campaign (B) within the same interval of drill core. Company site measurements are usually 

restricted to a number of short intervals similar to that shown in (B) here. Note: for calibration 

purposes the entire 76 m of core was manually measured independent of the Cadia East site 

program. Fracture orientations from this calibration data were shown in Figure 7 and 9, but are 

not included in this figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tables 

Table 1. Summary of the specifications, advantages, and challenges of the HyLogger, 

SisuROCK, and Corescan automated hyperspectral core logging systems. Compiled from 

Mason and Huntington (2010), SGS (2014), and Specim (2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

System 

Name 
Developed 
By 

Photography 
Pixel Size Spectral Range 

Spectral 
Resolution 

Spectral 
Pixel Size 

Core 
Topography 
Pixel Size 

Core 
Topography 
Height 
Resolution 

Scan 
Speed Advantages Challenges 

HyLogger-
3 

CSIRO 100 µm 400 – 1000 nm 
(VNIR) 

 

4 nm 10 x 14 
mm field 
of view @ 
4 mm 
sampling 
interval 

62.5 µm 250 µm 700 – 
1000 m 
per day* 

Low operating cost, 
longer wavelength 
spectrometer 

Low spatial resolution for 
photography and spectral 
analysis 

   1000 – 2500 nm 
(SWIR) 

4 nm      

   6000 – 14,500 
nm (TIR) 

Ranges from 
25 nm @ 6000 
nm to 120 nm 
@ 14,500 nm 

     

SisuRock Specim 16 µm to 
160 µm * 

400 – 1000 nm 
(VNIR) 

2.8 nm 0.09 – 
0.64 mm* 

n/a n/a 1200 m 
per day 
average 

Two scanning speeds 
(high resolution vs high 
speed), longer 
wavelength 
spectrometer 

No core topography 
system 

   970 – 2500 nm 
(SWIR) 

10 nm 0.2 – 2 
mm* 

    

   8000 – 12,000 
nm (LWIR) 

Ranges from 
100 to 400 nm 

1.7 mm     

Corescan 
HCI-3 

Corescan 50 µm 448 – 1000 nm 
(VNIR) 

3.84 nm 0.5 mm 200 µm  15 µm 200 – 
1000 m 
per day* 

High spatial and spectral 
resolution for 
hyperspectral data, core 
topography imaging, 
high resolution core 
height 

Lower acquisition rates for 
higher spatial resolution 
settings 

   1000 – 2500 nm 
(SWIR) 

3.84 nm      

*Variable, depends on operating speed and conditions 
VNIR = visible near-infrared 
SWIR = short-wave infrared 
TIR = thermal infrared 
LWIR = long-wave infrared 

 

 



Table 2. Summary of the protocols and criteria used to extract each geotechnical parameter 

from automated core logging data. The specific datasets used for each parameter are also 

included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geotechnical 
Parameter 

Core Logger 
Dataset(s) 
Used 

 

Methods and Criteria 

fracture 
recognition 

core 
topography 

 Steep slope + not facing right (90º) or left (270º) 

Only recognized if: 

     > 20 pixels identified 

     all gaps between pixels < 25 mm 

     pixels cover > 50% width drill core 

     orientation line visible 

filter out 
mechanical 
breaks 

core 
topography, 
core 
photography 

 Flagged if fracture is: 

     at beginning or end of core tray 

     < 3 cm from driller’s mark 

     < 3 cm from core block 

Logger evaluation discriminates natural from mechanical fractures 

fracture 
orientation 

core 
topography 

 Fit 3D plane to fracture points by LSR 

Spatially reorient 3D plane by 2D linear transformations  

fracture 
roughness 

core 
topography 

 Model 3D surface from fracture points 

Calculate true and nominal surface areas 

Calculate Rs roughness proxy by equation 3 

fracture sets core 
topography 

 Plot calculated orientations on equal area stereographic diagram 

Use density of orientations to determine number fracture sets 

fracture spacing 
and frequency 

core 
topography 

 Use y-value in meters as location of fracture 

Calculate average distance between fractures per interval 

Calculate average number of fractures per interval 

fracture 
mineralogy 

core 
topography, 
hyperspectral 
mineralogy 

 Query each fracture pixel for hyperspectral mineralogy 

Determine proportion group H, S, and V minerals in each fracture 

Measure apparent aperture and calculate true aperture by equation 4 

LSR = least squares regression   H = hard, high-friction, non-swelling minerals 

S = soft, moderate- to low-friction, non-swelling minerals V = very soft, low-friction, swelling minerals  
 

 



Table 3. Geotechnical properties of minerals detected by the hyperspectral VNIR-SWIR 

system. (Mohs hardness from Mohs, 1825; Swelling potential from Sabtan, 2005 and Rauh 

and Thuro, 2007; and Low friction potential from Barton et al., 1974). 

 

 

Mineral Name Mohs Hardness 

Swelling 

Potential 

Low-friction 

Potential 

Geotechnical 

Mineral Group 

amphibole 5 – 6 
  

H 

apophyllite 4.5 – 5 
  

H 

epidote 6 – 7   H 

prehnite 6 – 6.5 
  

H 

quartz 7 
  

H 

tourmaline 7 – 7.5 
  

H 

carbonate 4  X S 

chlinochlore 2 – 2.5  X S 

chlorite 2 – 2.5 
 

X S 

iron carbonate 3.5 – 4.5  X S 

iron oxide 4.5 – 5.5  X S 

kaolinite 2 – 2.5 
 

X S 

phlogopite 2 – 2.5 
 

X S 

sericite 2.5 
 

X S 

dickite 1.5 – 2  X S 

gypsum 2 X X V 

laumontite 3.5 – 4 X X V 

montmorillonite 1 – 2 X X V 

nontronite 1.5 – 2 X X V 

vermiculite 1.5 – 2 X X V 

H = hard, high-friction, non-swelling minerals 

S = soft, moderate- to low-friction, non-swelling minerals 

V = very soft, low-friction, swelling minerals  

 


